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ABSTRACT
In the past the variational theory of mixtures due to Mansoori and Leland
has been applied successfully to the calculation of excess properties of mixtures.
In the present work the origin of the variational theory is discussed along with the
important applications of the theory to pure fluid and mixture properties. The
advances of the theory in performing mixture calculations are reviewed and
analyzed. The review includes the area of simple fluid mixtures, for which the
intermolecular potential energy function is well known, and the area of real fluid
mixtures, where no explicit information about the potential function is available The
role of the reference fluid system and its effect on the predictive capability of the
theory is also discussed. The use of the variational theory to obtain least upper
and highest lower bounds to thermodynamic properties is described and some
recent calculations involving infinite dilution thermodynamics are reported.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of successful theories which deal with the
problem of mixtures of simple fluids have been formulated. Almost all of
these

theories were first developed for pure fluids, and then later
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essentially on the inequality
e-x ;:, 1 - X

for all x.

(2)

The above inequality can be verifyed by realizing that the function
f(x)= 1-x -e-x can not take negative values, because it has a negative
derivative for x<O, positive derivative for x>O and f(O)=O. Later Bogoliubov
extended eqn. ( 1) to the quantum case. Apparently he never published his
work (Girardeau and Mazo, 1973), but it was given and attributed to him by
Tolmachev ( 1960) and GirardeaL C 1964)

In view of this history the

inequality, eqn. (1) is called the G1bbs-Bogoliubov inequality. The same
inequality was later

rederived using a different method

by Lukes and

Jones ( 1968) and Ma:isoori and Canfield ( 1969a)
The Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality gives an upper bound on the Helmholtz
free energy. However, it can be modified to give the lower bound too. By
interchang\ng the role of the original and reference systems one gets
(3)

where <

> indicates the expectation over the original system. The

inequality, eqn (3) can now be rearranged to read:
(4)

The only difference between the inequalities, eqns. ( 1) and (4) is the
expectation which is taken over the reference system in eqn. ( 1) and over
the original system 1n eqn. (4) However, it is generally difficult to obtain
the lower bound since the properties of the original system are usually not
known.
Variational calculations based on the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality have
found a large number of applications in the thermodynamic property
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calculations of pure fluids and mixt,:res. For classical pure fluids the
Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality can be written in the following form
A !. A 0

+

2nNp J (u - u 0 )g0 r2 dr

(5)

where N Is the number of molecules in the system, p is the density, u and

u0 are the binary 1rteraction potential functions of the or1ginal and
reference systems and 90 is the radial distribution function of the
refererce system. The pair wise additivity assumption of the total
pot"ential function is necessary in deriving the above inequality.

Mansoori and Canfield ( 1969a) used eqn (5) with the hard sphere fluid

as the reference system to calculate the thermodynamic properties of
Lennard-Jones fluids over a wide range of density and temperature They

used the average of :he compressibility and the virial equations of state to
get A0 and the Wertheim ( 1963) expression for the Laplace transfor01 of g 0

To get the least upper bound they minimized the right hand side of eqn (5)

by varying the hard sphere diameter. This procedure gives very good

agreement with the simulation data. A similar calculation was also done

for the coexisting liquid and vapor phases(Mansoori and Canfield, 1970)

Rosenfeld ( 1980) used the variational technique to calculate the equation

of state for a number of simple fluids. He used the Lennard-Jones potential

and included the quantum correction for light molecules such as hydrogen
and deuterium.

Mansoori ( 1977), Rosenfeld ( 1980) and Rosenfeld and Baram ( 1981)

applied the variational technique to pure soft-sphere (u = E(o/r) n ) systems.

Mansoori calculated the compressibility and Helmholtz free energy for

soft-sphere fluid with n= 12 for densities up to the freezing point. The

variational theory results were in good agreement with the Monte Carlo

simulation data of Hoover et al (1970,1971), especially at high densities.

Rosenfeld and Baram ( 1981) used the Percus-Yevick virial entropy and g0 to
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arrive at a universal expression for the potential energy in the strong
coupling regime. This expression ls given by

ur /NkT �

an

r+

bn

r 114

(6)

- 112

where r= C4!3J(npo3 ) n13 /(kT/E), and an and bn are constants which depend on
tne exponent n. Calcu lat ions based on eqn (6) were compared to the Monte
Carlo simulation data for n = l,4,6,9,12. It gives a good numerical accuracy
especially for n<9.
The variational technique has been shown to be very successful in the
solid phase and the solid-liquid phase transition region. One of the early
studies in this area was by Mansoori and Canfield ( 1969b) Rosenfeld et al
C 1977) described the Mansoori-Canfield variationa' method as one of the
simplest and easiest to apply in practice among similar theories. Young and
Rogers ( 1984) described the variational procecure as the best theory for
calculation of theoretical melting curves. Mansoori and Canfield ( I969b)
calculated the properties of the Lennard-Jones so 1 id phase and the
coexisting liquid and solid phases at different temperatures Mansoori
( 1977) calculated the compressibility factor of a pure soft-sphere solid
for n = 12. Rosenfeld et al. ( 1977) incorporated the Kerley ( 197 l) model in
the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality to calculate the solid phase properties
near the melting line. They obtained the densities of the liquid and solid
phases and other thermodynamic properties near the phase transition of the
Lennard-Jones
temperatures

and

four

soft-sphere

potentials

at

four

different

Their results agree very well with the Monte Carlo

simulation data, except for the excess entropy which was about 8% too low.
Additional studies in which the variational technique has been used in
solid-liquid phase transition for pure components include those by Ross
( 1973), Buchanan CI 974) and Rosenfeld ( 1975)
A number of investigators have used the variational technique to
cal culate

the

thermodynamic

properties

of

I iquid

metals.

A
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pseudo-pair-potential is used to describe the net interactions in the
system which are caused by the ions and the free electrons (5h1moJ i,
1977)

For simple liquid metals, numerical evaluation of thermodynamic

properties has been carried out by several investigators (Stroud and
Ashcroft, 1972, Edward and Jarzynski, 1972; Watabe and Young, 1974 and
others)

In general the agreement with the experimental

data is

qualitatively reasonable. Mansoori et al. ( 1981) developed an analytic
equation of state for liquid metals based on the variational theory.
Jedrzejek and MansooriC 1979) used the variational technique to develop
ar,alytic equations of state of a hard-core fluid with a Yukawa tail The
potential energy function for a hard-core fluid with one Yukawa ta1· ,5
given by
,*< 1
u(r*) = {

-E/r* exp[-z(r*-I )],

where r*=r/o and

o

(7)

r*> I

is the hard-core diameter. Jedrzejek and Mansoori

obtained an analytical form for the Helmholtz free energy when they used
eqn. (7) and Wertheim s g0

(

1963) in eqn. (5). The minimization of the

right-hand side of eqn (5) yields an effective hard sphere diameter d, ec:;uai
to the hard-core diameter o. Comparison with the Monte Carlo simulation
data of Henderson et al ( 1978) for z = 1.8 showed very good agreement In a
1ater paper JedrzeJek and Mansoori ( 1980) extended their work to a
two-tail Yukawa potential

The working formulas are still analytic. The

two-tail Yukawa parameters were chosen to give the best fit to the real
argon potential.

The results compared fairly

well with the argon

experimental data in light of the simplicity of the potential function.
Alem and Mansoori ( 1982) and Mansoori( 1983) have used the variational
theory to derive analytic equations of state for fluids with known and
unknown intermolecular potentials They started by minimizing the right
hand side of the inequality, eqn. (5) for a hard sphere reference fluid. This
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leads to
[o(A0 +<U - U 0 > D )/od]T , p ; 0

(8)

At the optimum diameter eqn CS) can be written as:
( 9)

where Ll. is the difference between the system Helmholtz free energy and
the right-hand side of ecn. (5) Differentiating eqn. (9) with respect to
temperature at constant density one gets
[aA/ oT] p =

[a CA
+

o

+ <U - u o > o )/ aT] p,d +

[a< A

[a.6./oT] p

o

+ <U - u o > o )/ ad] T, p [ad/ oT] p

c 1 OJ

Substituting eqn. (8) in eqn (9) and realizing that <U - U 0 > 0 does not depend
on T for hard sphere fluid one arrives at

-s

r

=

-s

o,r

+ [all.I aT]

( 11 )

p

where Sr and 5 0 ,r are the residual entropies of the original system and the
hard sphere fluid
approximated as

If [ot-./oT]

p

is negligible, then eqn

( 11) can be

( 1 2)

Eqn. (12) was also obtained as an inequality by Rosenfeld (1977). Alem and
Mansoori used the Carnahan-Starling ( 1969) expression for S o,r in eqn. ( 12)
and then solved for the effective hard sphere diameter d, in terms of Sr
They found that d can be accurately represented by a linear expression in p
and 1 /T which srould minimize the right-hand side of eqn. CS).

For polar

fluids they used a potential function consisting of the Lennard-Jones,
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dipole-dipole, quadrupole-quacrupole, and dipole-quadrupole interactions
For the non-additive part of the three body interactions they used the
Axilrod-Teller expression The resulting equation of state when tested i1
t11e liquid and vapor phases and in the critical region of methane and argon
gives excellent agreement with the experimental data. Alem and Mansoori
( 1984b) also obtained very good agreement with the experimental data for
a number of polar fluids. Alem and Mansoori ( 1981, 1982) used a similar
approach to derive an analytic equation of state based on the Yukawa
potential functior.

This equation gives an accurate represen:ation of the

properties of methane in the liquid and vapor phases. Kerley (1980,1983)
devised another technique to use the variational theory for real fluids
where the potential energy funct,on is usually u1k1own. Kerley ( 1983) used
the zero-Kelvin isotherm of the so'id to substitute for the missing
information. He performed calculations for rare

gases, for the hydrogen

isotopes and other polyatomic molecules, and for liquid iron.

His results

agree well with experiment
In addition to the hard-sphere, the soft-sphere f!1...1d has been used as a
reference system. Ross ( 1979) renormalized eqn. (5) to make the reference
potential the inverse twelfth power; ho 1..vever, he continued using the hard
sphere 9 0. Young and Rogers ( 1984) used the inverse twelfth power fluid as
the reference system. For this purpose they used an accurate fit to the
reference

Helmholtz free energy, and tabulated accurate reference fluid

radial distribution functions computed from a recent self consistent
integral equat1on (Rogers and Young 1984) The results for Lennard-Jones,
exponential-six, and n = 9,6, and 4 inverse power potentials show good
agreement in general, and excellent agreement at high pressure near the
melting curve. Perturbation theories, such as Weeks-Chandler-Andersen,
break down in this region.
Other applications of the vari at Iona l theory to pure fluid properties
include the areas of dielectric constant (Prager et al., 1970) and the
self-diffusion coefficient and the shear viscosity (Rosenfeld, 1977)
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VARIATIONAL THEORY OF MIXTURES

The Gibbs-Bogolibouv inequality was first applied to mixtures by

Mansoori ( 1969) and Mansoori and Leland ( 1970) By assuming pair-wise
additivity of the potential energy functio.1 they derived the following
inequality for mixtures
A0 + 112 Np

C

C

2 2 x ><
i

H j-1

j

J
0

(

u1j - u i .o ) g i .o 4nr 2 dr
j
j

( 13)

In eqn C 13) c is the numbe� of components m the system, x i is the mole

fraction of component i and gi ,o is the radial distribution function for the
j
pair ij of the reference system
In their work

Mansoori and Leland ( 1970) calculated the excess

properties of a mixt'Jre of Lennard-Jones fluids at zero pressure The

parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential were chosen to represent argon

an,j krypton. They chose the binary mixture of hard spheres, with diameters
d 11 and d 22 , as the

reference sys�em For this system the Laplace

transforms of the radial c1stribution functions g i J,o had been obtained by
Lebowitz C 1964). To obtain the least upper bound, and hence the best

pred1 ction of the excess propert 1 es of the or1 gin al system (Lennard-Jones

fluids mixture in this case) Mansoori and Leland minimized the right hand
side of the inequality, eqn. (2) with respect to the diameters d 1 1 and d 22

Their

results

showed

excellent

calculations of McDonald C 1969)

agreement

with

the

Monte

Carlo

Mansoori ( 1972a) made a more extensive comparison between the

variational approach and the Monte Carlo data.

He calculated the excess

volume v , the excess enthalpy H and the excess Gibbs free energy G E , for
E

E

nine equimolar binary mixtures. The interactions between all molecules

were taken to be of the Lennard-Jones type. The

parameters of the
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potential function were taken to simulate eight real pure f1uids. Mansoori
compared his resu1ts to the machine ca1cu1ations,
model, the van der Waals mixing rules,
experimental

the average potentia1

the perturbation theory, and the

measurements The variational theory showed the best

agreement with experimental and simulation data
McDonald ( 1972, 1973) and Grund:.:.e et al. ( 1973) have also performed
similar studies. r1ey compared the excess properties predicted by the
variationa1 theory to the Monte Carlo data of a series of binary mixtures of
Lennard-Jones flu Id at zero pressure and three temperatures, 97,
and

1 15.8

I 17 K. Their comparison covered the following ranges of the energy
081� E1/E12 �1.235

and size parameters:
variat10nal

theory

showed

excellent

and

0.88� o11/o12�1.12. The

agreement

with

the

machine

calculations, especially for the excess enthalpy and the excess Gibbs free
energy. Figs.

1-3 show the results of the perturbation and variational

theories at T = 115.8 K The variational theory is better for both HE and G E ,
but

the

perturbation

E1/E12 = 0653

theory

Nakanishi

gives

( 1982)

a

better

compared

prediction
the

of

variational

prediction to his Monte Carlo data of Helmholtz free energy

ot

vE

for

theory

mixing for a

number of Lennard-Jones liquid mixtures. The variationa1 theory again
showed

an excellent agreement Mansoori ( 1977) used the variational

theory to calculate t"le excess volume, enthalpy and Gibbs energy for
equ1molar mixtures of soft spheres The

calculation was done at T = 100 K

and covers the pressure range of 0-1 0 MP a. In the light of the fact that
variational theory produces least upper bound (or highest lower bound) for
soft sphere themodynamic properties this result is used to compare
calculations based on other mixing rules.
Jedrzejek and Mansoori( 1979) showed that for mixtures with molecules
interacting by a hard-core potential with a two-Yukawa tail the variational
theory gives analytic working formulas when the Lebowitz expressions for
the radial distribution functions of a mixture of hard-spheres are used.
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Later Foiles and Ashcroft ( 1981) showed that the double Yukawa potential
greatly simplifles the variational calculatiocis when the mixture of hard
spheres is taken as the reference system. In their work they used the virial
hard-sphere equation of state to describe the reference system because it
gives a better result than the semiempirical Carnahan-Starling expression
To demonstrate the computational s1mpl1fications resulting from the use
of the double Yukawa

potential, they calculated the phase diagram for

Ar-�r ard Kr-,\Je mixtures. They constructed the phase boundaries in the
P-x plane for a number of different temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the phase
boundaries for the Kr-Ne system at

I 78 and

133K. The qual i tat 1ve

agreement with experiment is excellent The basic topology of the curves,
and their pressure 2nd temperature dependencies are correct. On the other
hand there are quantitative discrepancies, but they are small compared to
the characteristic pressures E/o 3 , of the calculation.
Hang and Leland ( 1986) used the variational tneory in their study of the
nard-sphere expansion

(HSE)

conformal

solution

theory of mixtures

(Mansoori and Leland, 1972) In the HSE theory the repulsion contribution to
mixture properties 1s obtained by using the optimum hard-core diameters
for pure fluids in a hard-sphere mixture equation for which the composition
dependence is known accurately. Hang and Leland ( 1986) showed that the
variational theory can be used to obtain this optimum hard-core diameter.
Since for real fluids the potential function is usually unknown, they used a
procedure similar to that of Alem and Mansoori ( 1984) to develop a secono
order variational technique. This technique gives a properly optimized core
diameter, but the reference fluid equation of state has to be capable of
predi ct ing accurate second order derivatives.

A thirty-two constant

modified Bendict-Webb-Rubin equation of state (Jacobsen and Stewart,
1973) was used for this purpose. The second order expansion was found to
be important at low and moderate densities where the isochores show large
deviation from linearity. Eqn (12) is exact for fluids with linear 1sochores,
and since at high density in the 11quid region the isochores or real fluids
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Figure 5 Illustration of the relation between the derivatives of the two
sides of an inequality at a point where the two sides are equal
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approach linearity, 1t gives an accurate representation of fluids properties
in this region

Hang and Leland compared the --irst ard second order

expansions by calculatT,g the K-values of methane-propane system at 344
K from 2.76

to 6.89 MPa

The second order expansion showed an

improvement in the average and in the maximum errors as shown in Table1
TABLE 1
Comparison of the first order and second order variational expansion
Vapor-I 1quid equilibria for CH 4 - C 3 H 8 at 344 K
Hard-core from

Comoonent

Avg. abs. error,
% in K-values

Max. error, %
in K-values

First order theory
"
with fitted k 1 2

CH 4

3.98

21.85

C3H5

1 35

-7.28

1 37

-481

0 66

-1 92

Second order theory
With fitted k 1 2

* k 12 is the unlike pair

interaction parameter.

G lyde ( I 971 ) used the var1 ational theory to study the propert 1 es of solid
phase mixtures. He calculated the interchange parameter w, for a di lute
solid mixture of argon in krypton in the temperature range 70 - 100 K. The
interchange parameter is defined by
( 1 4)

where µ A and µ A ,o are the chemical potentials of A in the mixture and in the
pure state, respectively. The values of w agree reasonably well with the
experimental values.
Liquid alloys is another area where the variational theory has round
applications. One of the existing studies in this field was conducted by
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Hafner ( 1977). He used a pseudopotential to describe the interactions

between the ions in liquid metals. He calculated the structure factor, trie
excess volume and the entropy and enthalpy of nine liquid alloys. For alloys

with a nearly random distribution of components he got encouraging
results.

However, difficulties arise when nonrandomness has to be

expected. Other studies have been done in this area too. They include the
work of Stroud ( 1973), Umar et al. ( 1974), Lai et al. ( 1983) and others.

When the calculations are compared to the experimental data, the results
are not as good as the prediction of the variati ona l theory in other areas.

The reason behind this is the fact that in this case the variational results
are compared to the experimental data, and the potential functions which

are used in the calculations (pseudopotentials) do not accurately represent
the real potentials

Rudd and Frisch ( 1971) have applied the variational technique to derive

sufficient conditions for the stability of binary mixtures relative to either

pL:re components or to a two-phase mixture of the same composition The

first condition (stability relative to pure components) is given by:
2nNp J [Cx21 -1 )u 11 + 2x 1 x2 u 1 2 +x2 1u22] g 1 r2 dr - �n(8) � 0
0

( 1 5)

where 8=NI ,,....,3NJ(N 1 ! N 2 1 ,,.... 73N 1 ,,....}N2) and 7\ i= (h 2 /2nmi kT) 112 They used the

inequality, eqn (15) to determine the stabilities of mixtures of hard

spheres and molecules with hard-cores and "perturbing" square wells or
steps (u = =, r<o 1; u = 2E, o 1

,;

r<o 2; u= O, o 2 s: r ). They found that for square

wells (E<O) the mixture is always stable. For square steps (E>O) they

calculated the stabi1ity ranges as a function of reduced density, reduced
temperature and composition.

Mazo ( 1964) and Mansoori ( 1972b, 1977) used the variational technique

to compare and study the Scott and van der Waals one-fluid and two-fluid

theories of mixtures. For the Lennard--Jones potential Mazo showed that the
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Scott one-fluid theory gives the least upper bound to the Helmholtz energy
for all temperature and density independent choices of the potential
parameters of the pseudo pure fluid. Mansoori studied the upper bound to
the entropy of a Lennard-Jones mixture. He found that the van der Waals
theory of mixtures is an approximate solution to the equations which result
from minimizing the upper bound to the entropy For soft-sphere mixtures
Mansoori ( 1977) showed that the Scott one-fluid and two-fluid theories
give upper bounds to the Helmholtz free energy. The van der Waals one-fluid
theory is a high temperature approxim2t1on to the

upper bound for the

entro;:iy while no such conclusion could be drawn about the van der Waals
two-fluid theory.
VARIATIONAL THEORY AT INFINITE DILUTION
The properties of dilute solutions are both important in practice and
attractive for theoretical investigations

In practice the solubility of

solids and liquids in compressed gases is an important quantity in super
critical extraction and in gas-liquid processes From the theoretical point
of view it is generally easier to apply theories to dilute solutions, and this
provides a relatively simple way of testing mixture theories. Perhaps the
most important property of dilute solutions is Henry·s constant. It is
defined as
Q,n (H,fpkT) = Lim µ 1 /kT = µ� 1r/kT
X 1--> 0

( 16)

where H1 is Henry's constant of component one in the solvent, µ1r 1s the
residual chemical potential of component one and the superscript · 00
denotes infinite dilution ( x 1 --> 0).
The first study to apply the variational

technique

in the infinite

dilution region was done by Goldman ( 1977a). He calculated Henry·s
constant, the heat of solution and the partial molar volume of a number of
binary mixtures containing hydrogen, helium and neon. Since he was dealing
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with light molecules, he included the correction for translational quantum
effect into

the variational

inequality.

The

comparison

with the

perturbation theory and the experimental measurements (Goleman, 1977b)
showed

that

the

variational

theory

is

somewhat

better for

the

helium-containing systems, and the perturbation theory is better for
hydrogen-containing and neon-containing systems Goldman explained this
behavior in the light of previous studies (Mansoori, 1972a and Henderson et
al, 1971) which suggested that for mixtures with E' 1 /E22 and 011/022 close
to unity the perturbation theory is more accurate. While the variational
method deals more effectively than other first-order theories, with
mixtures where these ratios deviate substantially from unity.
Goldman used the Lennard-Jones potential function to represent the
interactions in the original system and selected the mixture of hard
spheres as the reference system Unfortunately, this procedure does not
tell whether the prediction is an upper or lower bound. This was evident
when he compared the results of the variational technique

to the

experimental data. The prediction was lower than the experimental data in
some cases ana higher in others. It is desirable if in addition to the good
agreement with the experimental results one can

te 11 whether the

prediction 1 s an upper or lower bound.
To reach this goal one should find when inequalities such as eqn. (I)
would still hold even after differentiating both sides with respect to an
independent variable such as the number of moles. From Fig. 5 it is clear
that if at a given point the right hand side of eqn ( 1) is equal to the left
hand side, then at that point the inequality also holds for the slopes which
are given by the derivatives.

Accordingly, for Henry's constant one should

choose the reference system such that as the mole fraction of the solute
approaches

zero, the inequality, eqn. ( 1) becomes strict equality. The

obvious choice of the reference system is then the pure solvent
Assuming pair-wise additivity of the total potential energy, the
inequality, eqn. ( 1) takes the following form for binary mixtures:
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( 1 7)

where from now on component one is the solute and component two is the

solvent.

Differentiating both sides of eqn. ( 17) with respect to n 1 and

taking the limit as n 1 goes :.o zero, one gets:

C 1 8)
where µ 2r _o is the residual chemical potential of the pure solvent at the
same temperature and density of the mixture. The quantity N<u22 > 2 is equal

to twice the residual internal energy of the pure solvent
Substitution of this in eqn < 18) one has:

u 2 r .o /N.

Upon

( 1 9)
To obtain the lower limit one can write the inequality, eqn (4) in the form.

0

0

Following the same procedure as before one gets the lower bound on Henry·s

constant:

""
µ lr 2 µ 2r ,o + p J (u, 2 - u22 ) g 1 2 4nr2 dr
0

(2 1 )

""

where g "" 1 2 is the radial distribution function at infinite dilution.

The inequalities, eqns.(I9) and (21) will be compared to the simulation

data of Shing and Gubbins ( 1982)

This simulation was done for

Lennard-Jones mixtures at kT IE22 = 1.2 and po223 =0.7. The simulation was
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performed for a mixture of molecules with the same energy of interaction 1
but different sizes, and also molecules with the same size but diffe�ent
energies.

The simulation covered a size ratio range of 0.3 - 2.0, and an

energy ratio range of O - 4 The size ratio h is defined as (0 1 21022) 3 ,and
the energy ratio f 1s defined as E12IE22.
For molecules which interact by the Lennard-Jones potential function
the second term on the right hand side of the inequality, eqn

( 19) can be

written in the following form

I

I

= l 6nE,2P0322 {co,/022) 12 r"- 1 0 go dr" - (0,2/022) 6 r"-4 go dr" }c22)
0
0
where 90 is the radial distribution function of the pure solvent and
r" =r/02 2. The integrals in eqn (22) are two body integrals which are
correlated in the literature ( Nicolas et a1. 1979)

The expression for the

upper bound is then
Gµ� 1r � /3µ 2r,o

+

16n(p"/T")f h 2 {h 2 J12l-J6l}- 213U 2r,o /N

(23)

where f3 = 1/kT, and J n ) is given
Jn)

=

I
0

2
r"-(n- ) go dr"

(24)

For molecules with equal sizes the inequality, eqn. (23) reduces to the
fol lowing form
('?<; \
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where .J 12 (n) is given by
J,:;: (n)

= J<o,2/r)n -2 g� 12 d(r/0,2)

The quant:ties µ2 r,o and

u 2 r,o

(27)

in the above inequalities can be calculated

from Nico 1 as et al. C 1 979 l equation of state for pure Lennard-Jones fluid.
The rigrit hand side of the inequality, eqn (25), which 1s

expression as the one predicted by

the same

the van der Waals one fluid mixing

rules, is plotted m Fig. 6. The Figure shows that all the simulation points
lay below the curve except for the point at E 12 /E 22 = 0.5

This point is

reported by Shing ( 1982) in her thesis, but it is not in a later paper (Shing

and Gubbins, 1982) Apparently this point is not accurate and the variational
theory confirms this. For the lower limit one has to have the radial
distribution

function g 12 at infinite dilution for the Lennard-.Jones

mixture. Unfortunately it is not available for the above condi:ions.
The prediction of the variational theory when the mixture of hard
spheres is the reference fluid is also shown in Fig. 6. In this case there is
no guarantee that the variational theory will give an upper or lower bound.
However, for the hard sphere reference fluid one has the advantage of
minimizing the upper bound to the

Helmholtz free energy

differentiating with respect to the number of moles.

before

This, in a certain

range, gives a better agreement with the simulation data as can be seen in
Fig. 6 when f is less than about 0.3. For other values offthe pure solvent
reference fluid gives better agreement with the simulation data.
The variation of Henry's constant with size is shown in Fig. 7. The upper
bound is given by the right hand side of the inequality, eqn

(23)

Except

for a narrow region around h= 1, the upper ::>ound is too high. For the lower

bound g = 1 2 is available at the simulation conditions for h = 2 (Ely, 1986)

The integrals .J 12C12 l and J 12C6l are evaluated and compared to those when
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g� 12 is that of the pure solvent (h=l) It is found that there is a little
difference between the two. The error resLlted from using the pure solvent
integrals j12l and j6l to calculate Dµ 1 r 2t h = 2 is about four percent
Since this e:Tor is small compared to the accuracy o· the s1mulatio,1 data,
( 12l anc J c5i at h =2 are used to generate the lower bound for the e,t i -e
J 12
12
h range The resulting curve, according to the right hand s I de of the
inequality, eqn (26) is shown in Fig 7. It has the same shape as the upper
bound but in the negative direction of the pure solvent chemical potential
For the hard spheres m·xture refere,ce fluid, the prediction of the
variatio,al theory is generally better. Except for the region close to h = l,
the agreement witr1 the simulation data 1s better than t,at of the upper or
lower bounds

Tne agreement becomes very good for small values o· h,

(less than about 04).
CONCLUSIONS

Due to its ge,era 11 ty the variational theory has been applied to a w 1 de
range of problems in pure fluid a,d mixture properties In fact in some
areas, such as the solid-liquid phase transition the variational theory is
o,e of the simplest and best theories available. In applying the variational
theory to mixtures, most of the work has been done for simple fluids, such
as

Lennar·d-Jones,

because of the lack of

i riformat ion about the

intermolecular potential energy function for real fluids However, this
difficulty is being overcome by the new techniques which are introduced
recently to use the variationa I theory without the need of an explicit
knowledge of the potential energy function It is important to develop such
techniques 1n order for the variational theory to find a wider range of
applicatio,s in practice

In addition more studies are needed in the area of

nonspherical and polar molecules.
The variational theory always predicts the correct qualitative behavior
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of mixtures, and when the proper choice and use of the reference system is
made, it yields a very good quantitative agreement with the experimental
or simulation data. For the time being the hard-sphere fluid is practically
the only choice as the reference fluid for pure fluid calculations. However,
in the few cases where a more realistic fluid is taken as the reference
fluid (such as the inverse power potential) the prediction is improved. Fer

m 1 xtures the chc 1 ce of the reference f 1 u id becomes more

important

because one usually has more than cne choice of the reference system
After ·choosing the reference system one has to correctly ::,ptimize the
reference fluid parameters in order to get the best mixture prediction
In this work it has been shown that .the variational theory can give a
least upper bound and a highest :ower bound to chemical potential and other
properties of mixtures which are re:ated to t:,e Helmholtz free energy
derivatives

For Henry·s constant the variation al theory gives an upper

cou1d wh·ch is in good agreement with the simulation data when the
molecules co not differ much in size This bound is close enough to the real
values to detect, for example, an error in a simu:ation data. For large size
differences between molecules of U,e mixture, the variational theory witt1
a hard sphere mixture as the reference fluid gives

better results than

with a pure solvent reference ·luid. However, in this case the variational
theory prediction can no longer be identified as an upper or lower bound
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NOTATION
A

Helmholtz free energy

a, b

constants in eqn. (6)

d

hard sphere diameter
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f

energy ratio

G

Gibbs free energy

g

radial distribution function

H

Henry's law constant
enthalpy

h

size ratio
Planck's constant

J

structure integral

k

Boltzmann constant
unlike pair interaction parameter

m

molecular mass

N

number of molecules

n

constant in the soft sphere potential

r

position coordinate

s

entropy

T

absolute temperature

U

total conf1gurat1onal energy function
internal energy

u

binary interaction potential energy function

V

volume

v

molar volume

x

arbitrary independent variable
mole fraction

z

consitant in Yuk aw a tai 1
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size parameter in potential functions

w

interchange parameter

283

Subscripts
o

reference system
pure component

1,2, i,j

species in a mixture

r

residual property

Superscripts

*

00

dimensionless quantity
lnfinite dilution

E

excess property

(n)

power of position coordinate in the structure integrals
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